
Cloud Strategy

Are you looking to implement a new solution for your business? This article will help you come
up with a Cloud Accounting Strategy to see success with your new solution.

The explosion of cloud solutions globally presents a once-in-a-generation opportunity for our
traditional, often slow-to-move industry to really undergo a genuine transformation. Data,
digitisation and value-added services are all client engagement opportunities made easy and
smart by cloud solutions.

So how to hit the ground running with a new cloud solution?

It is mission-critical to have a robust strategy in place to ensure that your firm makes the most
out of delivering this option to your customers. The selected solutions must maximize value for
them and you. Having a robust planning process - giving it sufficient time, bandwidth and
openness - is all-important.

Your strategy should aim to deliver positive outcomes such as:
1. More engaged customers - inspired by your proactivity and use of best-of-breed

technology
2. More engaged staff members - encouraged to be working for a progressive

practice
3. Access to new fee opportunities - because you should be targeting a massive

return on investment
4. Process improvement - shaving hours off compliance, reporting, data capture

and administrative processes
5. Cost savings - as you retire redundant processes, systems and on-premise

technology. But the starting point for any great strategic plan is to discuss, debate
and plan.

You want to only do this once and do it right.

Your Cloud Strategy Should Encompass:
Setting a strategy with clear objectives

● It is important to set clear short-term objectives as to where you want to be in 3,6,12
months - as well as widening the lens to 3, 5 or even 10 years.

● What is the ultimate outcome you aspire to?
● Huge profitability?
● Maximized value?
● A process-driven practice that frees up substantial family time?
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● Understand your drivers and then start planning for how this software can help you
achieve those objectives. Make sure you have a mix of qualitative and quantitative
objectives. You can measure what matters, but also weave in the important but hard to
measure aspects of being in business. Don’t forget to capture and react to customer
feedback - this is gold.

Having a Cloud Champion
● Every firm should have at least one champion at each level in the Org chart.

○ This person can be in charge of researching new products on the market, finding
how they will best suit your firm and your clients and most importantly passing
this information on to your team.

○ You need to make these decisions as a leadership group and ensure you are all
heading in the same direction, even if there are different levels of passion.

○ Staff will get bitter and envious if one team is using all the “cool” cloud software
and their team is still on desktop software. Make these decisions firm-wide and
implement new processes into how you complete your day to day work.

What Tools are Available?
● See what other leading firms are using - ask around, see what the market favourites are.
● You should also undertake your own assessment to make sure there is great

practice/tool/customer fit.

Deploy Well
● Don’t assume that you will magically grow and succeed because you have added cloud

solutions to your practice.
● You still need to deploy the ‘dark arts’ of sales and marketing to really make an impact.
● Get a great website, use social well, make sure your key staff can interact with

confidence and share your new service offerings. Leverage off your key relationships
with leading cloud software providers too - but you will still have to do the hard yards to
make this happen.

Engage your Team
● An enthusiastic, engaged team is your secret weapon. Your strategy could well fail if you

don't engage your team, so encourage them to take an interest in and ownership of the
strategy. They too should be driven by great client outcomes and the success of the
practice. Even better, this is their chance to shine. No one expects the Accountant to be
a bean-counter out back anymore, so make sure this isn’t what your firm is doing.
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Partner-Up
● The best cloud accounting and other solution providers such as Spotlight Reporting all

have partnership models. These models should include on-boarding, an education
program, 24/7 support and the ability to scale as you do.

● Working with a dedicated, experienced Partner with industry DNA could make all the
difference. Ask the right questions, do your due diligence and aim for a “supplier for life”
standard of commitment. If you progress these 6 points, your strategy is more likely to be
solid and your chances of transformational success that much higher. Now is the time to
act, seize competitive advantage and build your cloud-enabled firm of the future.


